Welcome to the greatest trading discovery in more than 40 years

And your first real opportunity to enjoy a perpetual income and total financial freedom…
My names Steve Swanson. And I want you to know. The exciting breakthrough I’m going to share with you today is completely Scientific 100% proven and positively life-changing.
Over the past 5 years it's enabled me to predict a total of 38
Intermediate market bottoms and an equal number of tops…
Each of which I announced before they occurred.
And if you had done nothing more than buy the S&P 500 triple-beta ETF every time I announced a market bottom… and then taken profits when I announced the top…
You could have grown a modest $5,000 account into an exciting $741,941 fortune… including commissions!
The power to predict & profit from every market turn lies in the 4th Dimension

Which I’m going to tell you all about in just a minute...
But first I want to reassure you…
No matter what your trading style…
Or your level of experience…
Or your financial goals…
This is something you absolutely can do… and probably should do

Isabella’s living proof.
“I got interested in trading with my dad when I was 12 -- except I’m trading ETFs, not options.”

“So I’ve had my own account for almost a year and in that time it’s grown a little more than 50%.”
Did you hear that? Isabella got her own trading account when she was just 12 years old...

And trading simple ETFs... no options and no triple betas...

12—year-old Isabella made better than 50% return the very first year!

So obviously you can do this... now listen to why you should do this...
“And what's really awesome is I'll be able to make a living without having to leave home; so I can train horses. That's all I've ever wanted since I was a little kid.”
Isabella certainly wasn’t born with a silver spoon…

Yet, because of what you’re about to learn in this video… this homeschooled farm kid is looking forward to a privileged lifetime of financial freedom…

And she can’t wait to share the wealth!
“I know this is kind of early, but I definitely want to teach my friends when they’re interested-- and my kids, so they can do it too.”

“What better way to help people?”
Isabella is absolutely right. There really is no better way to help people…

Than to give them a reliable source of non-stop perpetual income.

That’s why, when the affiliation of Financial Newsletter publishers asked me to do this training series for you,

I eagerly agreed.

Now let’s get started!
The Technical indicators traders use on to make their trading decisions…

Reflect historical price action…

The hope being that the past will shed light on the future

But does it?
Let’s take another look at this series of buying opportunities I announced over the past year.
Follow the blue line through each entry arrow to the indicators below

And you’ll see there’s a total lack of consistency just before each market turning point.

These indicators simply have no predictive power whatsoever!
Technical indicators give you a 3D Picture of
Historic Price Changes
Historic Price Trend
And Historic Price Momentum
But there’s no way to predict future price moves without the 4th dimension...

which is Time.
It’s the effect of time on price or the Price-Time Continuum that not only predicts but actually controls every market turn!
**Time** Is the critical Missing Piece that’s been undermining your success all along... as Isabella’s dad will be happy to tell you.
“Until I met Steve, nobody could say when the top was a top and when the bottom was a bottom…”

“When you should get in and when you should get out…”

“I lost so much money I was physically sick.”
“But then, thanks to Steve’s cycle charts, the measly $305 left in my trading account grew as much as 250% per trade…”

“Compounding into a considerable fortune in less than 2 years!”
The ‘chance’ origin of my deadly accurate cycle charts…

Which have brought so many traders, like Forrest, instant success …

Is a story almost as miraculous as their wealth-building power is…

The ‘chance’ origin of my deadly accurate cycle charts…

Which have brought so many traders, like Forrest, instant success is a story almost as miraculous as their wealth-building power itself.

Here’s how it all started…
In the early 90’s I developed software that could decode the sound waves made by a person’s voice into cyclical components
And it would illustrate the difference between correct and incorrect voicing of sounds and words.

Heralded as a major breakthrough in speech therapy my SpeechMaster software was widely used in clinics, schools, and even corporations for accent reduction among international employees.
A group of highly successful professional traders heard about my groundbreaking work and asked if the same algorithms could be used on other types of data… Specifically, the stock market…

What an intriguing idea!
Primitive forms of cycle research have been around for hundreds of years
W. D. Gann, considered the greatest trader of all times, did loads of cycle analysis...

The Rothchilds are said to have used cycle predictions to amass their incredible fortune.

And, hoping to explain the Great Depression, President Herbert Hoover pushed for the creation of the Foundation for the Study of Cycles; which cataloged more than 500 persistent cycles in the economy and in nature.
Cycles, by definition, are non-chance rhythmic events.

Rhythmic means the pattern of peaks and valleys occur at regular intervals...

the amplitude might vary but the frequency does not
And the precise regularity occurs because of the non-chance part of the equation. Even if you don’t know what it is, every valid cycle is created and perpetuated by some regularly recurring force.
For the stock market, most cycles are created by pre-news anticipation followed by post-news exhaustion.
Trouble is, multiple events create multiple cycles which are often at odds with one another.
And, just look at the slew of economic events occurring at all different intervals… each creating an undercurrent of greater or lesser degree…
Plot it out and Yikes! No wonder no one was able to make sense of it all!
Fortunately, I was able to convert my cutting-edge sound wave software into a program that extracts cyclic components from stock market data.

Fortunately, I was able to convert my cutting edge sound wave software into a program that extracts cyclic components from stock market data.
Running sophisticated algorithms to measure and record persistent market cycles I accomplished the unthinkable…
I broke the time barrier!
Harness the power of the price/time continuum…

The only true force in the stock market…

And you change everything!

Now let’s hear from one of the first traders to put it to the test.
“I met Steve Swanson when we moved into his neighborhood about 12 years ago.”

“And we got to talking about the stock market.”

“My background is digital signal analysis.”

“So, I understood the genius of his price-wave charts right away.”
“What it does is, it lets you know ahead of time when the market’s going to top and when it’s going to bottom.”

“And with knowledge like that, how can you lose?”
That’s the spirit!

Truth be told, you can lose… but not very much…

Out of the past 52 signals, 46 produced winning trades

And get this… the average profit on a simple ETF was 9.7%
Meanwhile, the average loss LESS THAN 1%!

9 times more winners
9 times greater profits…

Craig’s right after all…
At that rate you can’t lose!
And when you add options to the mix… holy cow!

But, first things first…
Because of his background, Craig knew immediately how to use my cycle charts to predict market tops and bottoms...
And, like Isabella, before long you will too...
Because I’m going to give you my software

But, you DO NOT need to use it or even understand it to earn a non-stop perpetual income.
Because I'm going to send you an email every day… 5 days a week.
So you always know exactly what to expect and precisely when to get in.

4/6 - 3:40: Potential long entry when low of day is above:
- DDM - 136.28
- SSO - 131.71
- QLD - 145.61

4/7 - 3:35: No entry yet


4/9 - 2:50: We could see an entry tomorrow

4/10 - 10:20: We should have an entry today as long as markets stay above entry prices listed below until closing

4/10: LONG ENTRY
You can’t join yet

But a brief enrollment period will be opening soon.

So please watch your inbox for notification
Then the fun begins…
“There’re a lot of different strategies you can play with.”

“But, at the heart of it all is Steve’s system for pinpointing the bottom and the top.”

“His service really has made me a lot of money. And it’s saved me a lot of money too.”
Craig’s right. There are a lot of cogs in our 4th Dimension Perpetual Income Generator and you can profit from as many or as few as you like.
See for yourself when you Download “Take that Profit and Triple It!”
And tune-in for training sessions 2 and 3 where you'll learn supercharged income strategies that are only possible if you know ahead of time when the market is due to turn.
In video two we’ll delve into 3 specific profit generating cycles every trader should know about.

• You’ll Learn how individual cycles build upon one another to form one big composite cycle with enormous profit potential.

• Find out how you can use an 8-period cycle to precision time your entry for higher profits.

• And discover a simple technique, using an Exchange Traded Fund most traders don’t know about… that has a proven ability to turn ho-hum profits into a vast fortune exceeding $1.5million.
Then in video 3 we’ll explore the exciting world of options and you’ll see how easy it can be to…

• Buy At The Money CALLs at every market low… ride the move up… then earn additional cash selling premium when you know the top is near…

• Safely buy cheap Out of The Money options for triple-digit profits in a few short days…

• And Potentially collect a $24,000 paycheck with ZERO investment…

Don’t miss this chance to gain a life-changing advantage you won’t find anywhere else!
“My wife and I have 5 children…. 3 are now married. And you have college, which is so stinking expensive these days.”

“So right now, this is how I pay for the weddings and help my kids out with college and cars.”

“But a few years down the road, I expect it’ll pay for a very comfortable and fun retirement.”
For more than a decade, my 4th Dimension Perpetual Income Generator has empowered Craig to give his large family the lifestyle and the privileges he feels they deserve.

Later, it will give him and his wife the carefree retirement we all deserve...

But tragically few enjoy.

What more could you possibly ask for?
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>>What more could you possibly ask for?
Be sure to join me for the next video and see for yourself the tremendous wealth-building advantage you gain from predicting every market turn.

Be sure to join me for the next video and see for yourself the tremendous wealth-building advantage you gain from predicting every market turn.